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How to Make a Request

1. Log into your account: https://members.ngosource.org/

2. Select *Request an ED*

3. Search for the NGO. Note that, when searching for an NGO, please try searching for all possible names for the NGO (including its legal name) before selecting "Request ED for a new NGO". This is so that if it is already in our system, we want to make sure you get charged for the correct amount.

If you are unsure, please contact NGOsource at accountsupport@ngosource.org.

---

How to Read the Statuses in GMP

1. **In Progress**  
The NGO’s ED may already be in process but is not yet certified.

2. **Not Certified**  
The NGO may have been determined as “not currently qualified.” Please reach out to accountsupport@ngosource.org for more information

3. **Not Reviewed**  
The list of NGOs in the NGOsource repository is pulled from TechSoup’s comprehensive list of international NGOs. This NGO may have worked with TechSoup on other programs, but not have worked with NGOsource on an ED yet. We have the organization’s basic information already, but a new ED would be required.

4. **Expired**  
This NGO was previously certified but will need to be renewed ($850).

5. **Certified**  
This NGO already has a certification in our repository, and you can select the *Ready to Go* ED for $250.
2. Select the organization you would like the ED on by clicking *Choose this NGO*. If the NGO is not listed from your search, select *Request ED for a new NGO*.

3. Go through the screen prompts to confirm organization information and to provide contacts for the request.
   - If you select an organization that was already listed, confirm that the organization’s basic information matches with the one you would like a request on.
   - Select a language from the drop down (it will default to English if no language is selected).
   - Select a target completion date (unless otherwise notes, the earliest due date is 6 weeks from the ED request date, 4 weeks for renewals).
     - For *Ready to Go* EDs, the certificate will arrive in your account automatically within 24 hours.
     - Though our goal is to complete ED requests as soon as possible, please note that we may not always be able to meet target deadlines.
     - Please contact us at accountsupport@ngosource.org if you have questions about the status of any of your EDs.
   - You’ll need to input the contact information for the organization if it’s a new ED.
     - **NOTE:** We strongly recommend providing 2 contacts at the NGO if possible (this will ensure a quicker process).

4. Confirm that all information inputted for the NGO is correct.
| 5. | **Select your Payment Method** | **Check**: If you would like to pay by check, please note that we will **never** wait to start the process until we receive payment.  
   - If you select check, an automated invoice will be sent to you once the request is processed.  
**Credit Card**: If you would like to pay by credit card, an automated receipt will be sent to you once payment has been processed.  
   - **Note**: If you would like to pay by wire or have any questions about billing, please contact billing@ngosource.org. |
| 6. | **Special Instructions** | In the Special Instructions, please include any special instructions you would like us to follow during the ED process (for example, adding a third contact person or including additional organizational information). |
| 7. | **Expediting the ED** | If you would like to expedite your request, we do have a fee ($500) and a commitment to complete the process within 4 weeks (for new EDs). Your organization will not be charged if we are unable to complete the process in 4 weeks.  
   - If you would like to choose this option, please include a note in the Special Instructions, and that you understand and confirm the additional fee.  
   - Please note that during peak ED seasons or for any other circumstances, the option to expedite EDs may be suspended.  
Contact us at accountsupport@ngosource.org if you have questions about our current turnaround times. |
| 8. | **Submit Request** | The NGO will receive the invitation to start the ED process within the hour. You will also receive an automated confirmation email of your request, which will include language on how to prepare your requested NGO for the ED process. |
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Editing the Settings on your Account

1. Notification Settings

We recommend putting in notifications for your requested EDs on a Weekly basis. You can change this under “My Account” → My Profile → Notifications.

Here, you can also choose to select whether you would like to receive emails and view ED information from all EDs requested by your organization, or just the ones you requested.

In addition, you can renew your Membership with NGOsource here. Under My Account → Organization Profile, you can edit whether you would like to view all NGO-submitted ED documents (which include any supporting documentation).

2. Downloading the Certificate and Analysis

Once NGOsource has completed the review of your organization, you will receive an automated message. Follow the directions there, or you can check by going straight to your account.

On your Dashboard, select the blue bar (Completed EDs), click on the NGO name, and click on View Documents. From there, you can download the Certificate, Analysis, and any supporting documentation.
1. **Validity Period**

   The validity period is dictated by law and will be clearly shown on the ED Certificate. EDs are generally valid for two years from the last completed fiscal year for which information was made available for review. In practice, therefore, the validity period is usually approximately 1-1.5 years from the date it is completed.

   - For example, if the organization submits actual financial income information through December 31, 2020, then the validity period of the certificate will be through December 31, 2022.

2. **Stay Up to Date!**

   Stay up to date with NGOsource! [Subscribe](#) for updates so that you get the latest about NGOsource and international grantmaking.

Finally, thank you for choosing NGOsource!

If you would like a more detailed demonstration of how to place ED requests, please contact [accountsupport@ngosource.org](mailto:accountsupport@ngosource.org).

We look forward to supporting your organization’s international giving!